We study the problem of the reconstruction of a Gaussian field defined in ¼ ½ using AE sensors deployed at regular intervals. The goal is to quantify the total data rate required for the reconstruction of the field with a given mean square distortion. We consider a class of two-stage mechanisms which a) send information to allow the reconstruction of the sensor's samples within sufficient accuracy, and then b) use these reconstructions to estimate the entire field. To implement the first stage, the heavy correlation between the sensor samples suggests the use of distributed coding schemes to reduce the total rate. Our main contribution is to demonstrate the existence of a distributed block coding scheme that achieves, for a given fidelity criterion for the sensor's measurements, a total information rate that is within a constant, independent of AE , of the minimum information rate required by an encoder that has access to all the sensor measurements simultaneously. The constant in general depends on the autocorrelation function of the field and the desired distortion criterion for the sensor samples.
Introduction
Recent advances in wireless communications and micro-electro mechanical systems have fueled the development of technologies on wide area sensor networks. Low-powered inexpensive sensors can be dispersed on a large geographical scale and organized into networks so as to monitor physical phenomena over a large field. However, the design of such distributed sensing and networking schemes involves many challenges pertaining to the scarcity of power, bandwidth, and computing resources. Some natural questions include: How many sensors should be deployed? At what rate should data be sampled and how should the data be compressed? Is the communication network formed by the sensing nodes capable of transferring the generated data rate? Or in general, is such sensor network feasible? Effective design of distributed sensor networks therefore requires a fundamental understanding of the tradeoffs between the communication resources (such as the effective data rate between a typical sensor and the data collector), and the amount of data required for effective sensing.
In this paper we give an upper bound to the total data rate required for the reconstruction of the random field. The model under consideration is one in which a large number of sensors are deployed for data collection, while the processing of data is performed at a central location. This model has recently received much attention in the context of data 1 gathering sensor networks [1] , [2] . A question that has been the central subject in [1] , [2] is whether the wireless network formed by the links between the sensor nodes is capable of supporting the communication of the data gathered by the sensor nodes to the fusion center. It is not difficult to see that in such a scenario, there is a communication bottleneck at the central processing unit. In fact, under any model of communication in which there is an upper bound on the number of bits that can be conveyed to the center per unit time (for example, the protocol model in [3] ), the average data rate that can be guaranteed between a sensor node and the central processing unit scales at best as ¢´½ AE µ with the number AE of sensors. This observation has led to pessimistic results regarding the feasibility of a sensor network composed of nodes charged with both sampling and communication [1] , [2] .
In this paper, we take the viewpoint that given this communication constraint, the compression of sensed data is of central importance. The main contribution of this paper is demonstrating the utility of distributed source coding as a means of reducing the sum rate. As the number of sensors increases, they are packed more densely, and the data of sensors located close together becomes increasingly correlated. Reducing this redundancy in data using the knowledge of the statistical correlation between sensor observations is therefore attractive. We prove that for a given distortion requirement, the rate required by distributed coding stays no more than a constant away from the rate required by joint coding of all the samples as the number of sensors becomes large. The increasing correlation between the data can be utilized in such a way that the rate-penalty of distributed coding does not grow unboundedly as the number of samples being coded grows. Our proof has the pleasing feature of showing directly that as the number (and therefore the density) of samples increases, we can make do with increasingly coarsely quantized estimates of those samples at the fusion center.
Finally, a note about the organization of this paper. We define the problem precisely in Section 2, and also discuss a simple reconstruction scheme. In Section 3, we consider different coding schemes, point to point, distributed, and centralized, and find expressions for the coding rates of the point to point and centralized schemes. The rate of distributed coding is analyzed in detail in Section 4. We present some numerical examples in Section 5. We make some concluding remarks in Section 6.
Preliminaries

Problem formulation
We take a discrete time model, and assume (as in [1] ) that at each time , the field of interest is modeled by a stationary (in space) Gaussian random process ´ µ´× µ defined on the segment ¼ ½ . We assume that the process ´ µ at time is independent of the process ´ µ at time , and has identical statistics. In the rest of the paper, we omit the time superscript when doing so does not lead to any confusion.
Consider the scenario where Ò sensors are placed at regular intervals in the segment ¼ ½ , with sensor being placed at × ¾ ·½ ¾AE for ¼ ½ AE ½ . Each can observe the value ´ µ´× µ of the field at the point where it is located. Sensor encodes a block of Ñ observations, ´½µ´× µ ´¾µ´× µ ´Ñµ´× µ into an index Á chosen from the set ½ ¾ ¾ ÑÊ , where Ê is the rate of sensor , which we state in the units of nats per discrete time unit (which we refer to as a "snapshot" of the field). We assume that the blocklength is the same at all sensors and that all sensors are synchronized. The messages of the sensors are assumed to be communicated to the fusion center over a shared, rate constrained, noiseless channel. The fusion center then uses the received data to produce a reconstruction ´ µ´× µ of the field.
We will refer to ´ ´ µ´× µ ´ µ´× µµ ¾ as the mean square error (MSE) of the reconstruction of the field at point × and time . We are interested in the average (over a blocklength) integrated MSE of the reconstruction defined as
The goal is to use the quantized measurements available at the fusion center to reconstruct the entire field in such a way that for some specified positive constraint Ò Ø ,
Due to communication constraints, we want to achieve this goal with the least total rate È AE ½ ¼ Ê of communication from all the sensors to the fusion center.
In addition to the stationary requirement, we make some very mild assumptions on the random field ´¡µ. For simplicity, we take ´×µ ¼ and Var´ ´×µµ ½ for all × ¾ ¼ ½ . Thus the covariance matrix of ´¡µ is the same as the autocorrelation matrix. Denote the autocorrelation function of ´¡µ by ´ µ ´×µ ´× · µ . Clearly, ´¼µ ½. We assume that the process ´¡µ is mean square continuous, and that ´ µ is positive and non increasing in a neighborhood of ¼. Note that the mean square continuity of ´¡µ is equivalent [4] to the continuity of ´ µ at ¼ . While we focus exclusively on one dimensional fields in this paper, it will be clear from our proofs that the results only rely on the fact that data located at points that are close together is increasingly correlated, and therefore the results proved here extend to higher dimensions.
Data Reconstruction Model
We consider a two step reconstruction model in which the fusion center decodes the sensor information to obtain quantized estimates of the sensor measurements, and then uses these values to estimate the entire field.
For a precise description it suffices to consider the reconstruction of the field at time ;
we omit the time superscript in the following. Denote the AE samples seen by the sensors as a vector
If the exact values of the sensor samples are given, then under the assumption of Gaussianity, the minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimator for any point × in the field is the linear minimum mean squared error estimator: ´×µ ¦ ´×µ ¦ ½ , where ¦ ´×µ ´×µ Ì and ¦ Ì . This estimator minimizes the MSE for every ×, and therefore minimizes Â Å Ë .
For simplicity of analysis, however, consider a simpler (in general sub-optimal) estimator, which estimates the field ´×µ at any point × using only the measurement taken at the sampling location Ò´×µ closest to ×. Formally, for any ×, define Ò´×µ ¾ ·½
Using this notation, the estimator we consider is 
Error analysis
The error attained by this procedure can be written as ´×µ ´×µ ´×µ ´× Ò´×µµ ´Ò´×µµ · ´× Ò´×µµ´ ´Ò´×µµ ´Ò´×µµ Ë´× µ · É´× µ which can be interpreted as saying that the total error can be written as the sum of the error in interpolation from the sample value and the error in the estimation of the sample value itself. Averaging over time,
In the coding schemes that we consider in this paper, two cases arise, as we shall see in Section 3. In the first case Ë´× µ and É´× µ are independent, and so Â Å Ë can be written
In the second case, independence between Ë´× µ and É´× µ does not hold. In this case using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality [4] , 
Data compression: rates of three coding schemes
We consider three schemes for the coding of the sensor samples. At one extreme is point to point coding, in which the coding scheme at the sensors does not make any use of the correlation between the samples. At the other extreme is the centralized coding rate, which an encoder that had access to all the sample values would have coded at. A distributed coding scheme, on the other hand, makes use of the statistical correlation of the data so that the sensors can, while encoding their samples without any collaboration, can achieve smaller rates than the rate of point to point coding.
In this section, we use the bounds on Â Å Ë derived in Section 2.3 to find the error constraint that is imposed on coding in these schemes. 
Point to point coding
Distributed coding of the sensor measurements
As before, we have AE encoder and decoder pairs. Each encoder produces its codewords by observing sensor samples at a its own location. Nevertheless, in this case the compression mechanism takes into account the correlation of the samples with the goal of reducing the rate requirements and thus in general the decoders may use the information sent by all the encoders to produce their reconstruction:
Since all observations are used in coming up with the estimate ´Ò´×µµ, independence between Ë´× µ and É´× µ does not hold in general, and therefore, we use the bound in (4) . 
Joint encoding of the sensor measurements
In this case we have one encoder , which has access to all the sensor samples, and AE As in the case of distributed coding, independence between Ë´× µ and É´× µ does not hold, and thus we will rely on (4) and the distortion constraint imposed on coding would be the value of ¼´AE µ found in Section 3.2.
The study of this case provides us with a lower bound on the rates achievable through distributed coding. The minimal rate for a given distortion criterion for this centralized coding scenario is given by the classical rate distortion function:
where ¾ indicates the Euclidean distance. This is the rate distortion of a vector Gaussian source with a common distortion criterion, and can be computed numerically [5] .
Redundancy of Distributed source coding
Slepian and Wolf [6] proved that the optimal sum rate of distributed source coding is the same as the optimal rate of joint coding: for noiseless coding of discrete sources there is no inherent loss in rate in distributed coding. The lossy distributed source coding (L-DSC) problem is, however, still unsolved. In general, it is possible that the minimum total rate required by the best lossy distributed coding is greater than the minimum total rate required by a joint encoding of the sources. Moreover, this rate loss might increase with the number of samples being coded. For example, the redundancy of the quantization scheme in [7] increases linearly with the number of samples. We state the L-DSC problem and review relevant results below.
An achievable region for multi-terminal source coding
The rate region Ê´ µ is defined as the set of all AE tuples of rates´Ê ¼ Ê ½ Ê AE ½ µ for
If a rate vector belongs to the rate region, we say that the corresponding set of rates is achievable. While the rate region for L-DSC is not known even for discrete sources, inner and outer bounds on the rate region are known. An achievable region for two discrete sources appeared in [8] , and was extended to continuous sources in [7] . The extension to a general number of Gaussian sources appears in [9] . Though the result is stated in [9] for individual distortion constraints on the sources, the extension to a more general distortion constraint is straightforward. We state the achievable region for distributed source coding in the form most useful to us in Theorem 1 below. In the statement of the theorem, we use ° ° to denote a Markov-chain relationship between random variables and , that is, conditioned on , is independent of . Also for any Ë ¼ ½ AE ½ , Ë denotes the vector of those sources the indexes of which lie in the set Ë and Ë denotes the complement of the set Ë. Theorem 1 Ê´ µ Ê Ò´ µ, where Ê Ò´ µ is the set of AE tuples of rates for which there exists a AE vector Í of random variables that satisfies the following conditions.
3.
´Íµ such that
Note that all the rate-constraints in Theorem 1 are tight [9] (in particular, the constraint on the sum rate is not implied by any other set of constraints).
Constructing a vector Í satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 corresponds to the usual construction of a forward channel for proving achievability in a rate-distortion problem. For each , Í can be thought of as the encoding of ´× µ. We now study a distributed coding scheme in which the sensors utilize the knowledge of the correlation between the data samples to encode them, and the fusion center jointly decodes the messages it receives from the sensors.
Bounding the rate loss
We now use techniques similar to those in [10] to bound the redundancy of distributed coding over the rate of joint coding. Consider a random vector that is distributed AE´¼ Ô Á µ, and is independent of , so that the vector · satisfies the Markov chain constraints of Theorem 1.
Say a vector Î achieves the joint rate distortion in (6) 
So, if we can construct an estimator ´ · µ that satisfies condition (7) , then equation (10) gives us an upper bound on the redundancy of distributed coding over joint coding.
Further to minimize the sum rate needed by this choice of Í, we want to make the forward channel as noisy as possible, that is, make Ô in (10) as large as possible, while still making sure that the estimator ´ · µ satisfies (7) .
For constructing the estimator of Theorem 1, we use the optimum MMSE estimator ´ · µ ¦ ´ · µ ¦ ½ · ´ · µ, which achieves an error of
We now wish to find the largest Ô for which Ò Ø (we are considering the large AE case here, so that ¼´AE µ ³ Ò Ø ) Let us call this largest value of Ô, which would be a function of the number of samples AE , as Ô Ñ Ü´AE µ.
Lemma 1 Let ´ µ be a symmetric autocorrelation function ( 1 µ ½ ) such that a threshold ¼ exists with the properties that a) ´ µ is positive and non-increasing with increasing values of for ¾´¼ µ b) the inequality ½ ¾´ µ holds. Then Ô Ñ Ü´AE µ AEif AE .
Proof: We call a value of Ô allowable if the expected reconstruction error in (11) is less than . We find the largest Ô for the error criterion: ´ ´× µ ´× µµ ¾ for each ¾ ¼ AE ½ , which is more stringent than the average error requirement. Let us consider the estimation of ´× ¼ µ. Since ´× µ is the best linear estimate of ´× µ from the data · , any other linear estimator cannot result in a smaller expected MSE. We take advantage of this observation and choose a linear estimator that although suboptimal, is simple to analyze and yet suffices to establish the lemma.
Our estimator for ´× ¼ µ shall be the scaled average « È ½ AE ´× µ · , where « will be a parameter optimized shortly. To estimate ´× µ for ¼, simply substitute the samples used with those whose indexes lie in the set · ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ · AE (or, for samples at the right edge of the interval ¼ ½ , AE ¡ ¡ ¡ ½ ; this does not lead to any change in what follows because of the stationarity of the field).
It is not difficult to see that by the assumption on stated at the beginning. Note that this discussion suggests means of obtaining better (higher) allowed values for the Ô AE ratio by incorporating precise knowledge of the autocorrelation function and doing an optimization.
¥
The purpose of this Lemma is only to establish that Ô Ñ Ü´AE µ grows at least linearly with AE. The constants presented were chosen for simplicity of presentation.
Intuitively, as we look at more and more samples, due to the increasing correlation between them, we can allow the looks to become more and more noisy. We now use this lemma to bound the redundancy of distributed coding. Proposition 1 For any given Ò Ø , under the assumptions of Lemma 1, the sum rate of distributed coding is no more than a constant (that is independent of AE) away from the rate of joint coding.
Proof: From (10) Note also that for Î as in (8), we have Ê £ AE´ Ò Ø µ Á´ Îµ Á´ ´ · µµ from (8) . Using the data processing inequality [5] , Á´ Îµ Á´ ´ · µµ Á´ · µ AE ¾ ÐÓ ´½·½ ´ AEµµ, which converges to ½ ´¾ µ, thus proving that Ê £ AE´ Ò Ø µ is bounded as a function of AE .
Some numerical examples
The rate found in (5) for AE sensors can be minimized as a function of AE to find the best possible sum rate achievable using point-to-point coding. For example, for Ò Ø ¼ ½, the least sum rate thus achieved is ¼¼ nats per snapshot for ´ µ × Ò ´ µ × Ò´ µ ´ µ, attained with 4 sensors, and ¾¿ nats for ´ µ ÜÔ´ µ, attained with 12 sensors. Let us now compare this with the rate of joint and distributed coding.
In Figure 2 we illustrate (dashed curve) the value of Ê £ AE´ ¼´AE µµ, the rate for joint coding of the samples, for Ò Ø ¼ ½, with ¼´AE µ as in Section 3.2. As AE becomes large, ¼´AE µ increases to Ò Ø , and therefore Ê £ AE´ ¼´AE µµ decreases. It can be seen that the limit of Ê £ AE´ ¼´AE µµ for large AE is significantly smaller than the rate for point to point coding found above. The extra rate used by distributed coding (over Ê £ AE´ ¼´AE µµ) has been bounded in Theorem 1. We use the MMSE estimator (11) and find the value of Ô Ñ Ü numerically. We show in Figure 1 the variation of Ô Ñ Ü with AE , and it can be seen that the allowable growth in Ô Ñ Ü is indeed linear in AE . Using this value of Ô in (10), we get the bound on the rate of distributed coding, which is also illustrated (dotted curve) in Figure 2 .
Conclusion
We have quantified the data required for the reconstruction of a random field using samples taken by sensors. Also, we have shown that the sum rate can be reduced greatly by using distributed source coding techniques. By showing that the sum rate required for achieving Â Å Ë Ò Ø is a constant that depends only on the correlation structure and Ò Ø , we have also answered the feasibility question posed in [1] , [2] positively: the scaling of the number of bits per sensor is ¢´½ AE µ which is the same as that of the bandwidth per sensor.
In proving tight bounds on the sum rate of distributed coding, we made full use to the heavy correlation between data observed at positions that are close together. When the number of sensors is large, the redundancy in their data can be utilized by coding more and more coarsely: this corresponds to more noisy samples, and is manifested in the growth of the noise Ô Ñ Ü in the forward channel in Section 4.2. We believe that this technique of bounding the sum rate is of independent interest. While we have presented a bound on the sum rate, we have not considered any coding schemes for achieving these rates. For two sensors, dithered quantization has been studied as a technique for distributed coding in [7] . Study of such schemes is an attractive area of future research.
